Baleen whales are the largest animals that have ever lived. To develop an improved estimation of substitution rate for nuclear and mitochondrial DNA for this taxon, we implemented a relaxed-clock phylogenetic approach using three fossil calibration dates: the divergence between odontocetes and mysticetes ;34 million years ago (Ma), between the balaenids and balaenopterids ;28 Ma, and the time to most recent common ancestor within the Balaenopteridae ;12 Ma. We examined seven mitochondrial genomes, a large number of mitochondrial control region sequences (219 haplotypes for 465 bp) and nine nuclear introns representing five species of whales, within which multiple species-specific alleles were sequenced to account for within-species diversity (1-15 for each locus). The total data set represents .1.65 Mbp of mitogenome and nuclear genomic sequence. The estimated substitution rate for the humpback whale control region (3.9%/million years, My) was higher than previous estimates for baleen whales but slow relative to other mammal species with similar generation times (e.g., human-chimp mean rate . 20%/My). The mitogenomic third codon position rate was also slow relative to other mammals (mean estimate 1%/My compared with a mammalian average of 9.8%/My for the cytochrome b gene). The mean nuclear genomic substitution rate (0.05%/My) was substantially slower than average synonymous estimates for other mammals (0.21-0.37%/My across a range of studies). The nuclear and mitogenome rate estimates for baleen whales were thus roughly consistent with an 8-to 10-fold slowing due to a combination of large body size and long generation times. Surprisingly, despite the large data set of nuclear intron sequences, there was only weak and conflicting support for alternate hypotheses about the phylogeny of balaenopterid whales, suggesting that interspecies introgressions or a rapid radiation has obscured species relationships in the nuclear genome.
Introduction
Estimated neutral rates of DNA substitution in mysticete whales are notably slow relative to other mammals (Martin and Palumbi 1993; Nabholz et al. 2008) . In a survey of mitochondrial cytochrome b (third codon position) substitution rates, Nabholz et al. (2008) found that baleen whales (Suborder Mysticeti) have a substitution rate of 0.7-0.8% bp À1 My À1 (million years), compared with a mammalian average of 9.8% bp À1 My À1 . This is slower than 97.5% of the species surveyed. Nuclear genomic estimates also suggest much slower rates among baleen whales (0.048% bp À1 My À1 , Schlötterer et al. 1991; Alter et al. 2007 ) compared with the average for mammals (0.21-0.37% bp À1 My À1 , Bulmer et al. 1991; Li 1997; Makalowski and Boguski 1998; Kumar and Subramanian 2002; Hardison et al. 2003 ). Reported substitution rates for both nuclear and mitochondrial markers (table 1) are therefore approximately one order of magnitude slower than the average estimate within mammals. These rates have been attributed to the low weight-specific metabolic rates (correlated by large body sizes) and relatively long generation times of baleen whales (Schlötterer et al. 1991; Martin and Palumbi 1993; Nabholz et al. 2008) , as well as protection from cosmic radiation in the marine environment (Schlötterer et al. 1991) . A negative relationship between neutral substitution rates and both generation time and body size has also been reported for other taxa (e.g., Li et al. 1987; Bromham et al. 1996; Gillooly et al. 2005) .
Because the Tertiary fossil record for extant mysticete taxa is sparse, the majority of molecular rate studies have used calibration points dating to the origin of the cetaceans. To estimate more recent divergence dates within the order, Sasaki et al. (2005) and Á rnason et al. (2000) used a calibration point at 55 Ma (million years ago; the date of divergence between hippopotami and cetaceans). In a few estimates, an early Oligocene calibration point dating to the origins of Suborder Odontoceti (beaked whales) has also been considered (Sasaki et al. 2005; Nikaido et al. 2006) . However, relative rate tests suggest that there may be differences in rates between odontocetes and mysticetes (Kimura and Ozawa 2002) . In view of this, the use of fossil calibrations specific to baleen whales (e.g., Rooney et al. 2001; Alter et al. 2007 ), or models allowing for a relaxation of rates across lineages (e.g., Sasaki et al. 2005; Nabholz et al. 2008) , are likely to improve estimates of the molecular timescale of baleen whale evolution.
Estimation of substitution rates would be further aided by an accurate phylogeny for baleen whales. However, there is still much uncertainty regarding the species-level phylogeny of the family Balaenopteridae (rorqual whales). Complete mitogenome sequences (Sasaki et al. 2005 ), short interspersed nuclear element (SINE) characterizations (Nikaido et al. 2006) , and nuclear loci (Rychel et al. 2004) have not fully resolved the early branching order within balaenopterids, perhaps due to a rapid species radiation occurring at the origin of the balaenopterids. If so, genetic histories could differ across loci with respect to the branching order within the balaenopterids. A final consideration is biases introduced by taxon and intraspecific sampling. To date, substitution rate estimates in baleen whales have been based on a variety of different fossils and taxon sampling. Therefore, estimates are vulnerable to uncertainty associated with both the dates and the topology underlying a given rate.
Here, we compare substitution rate estimates over a variety of genomic and mitogenomic loci constrained by the same fossil calibration dates for a set of five species considered sufficient to represent a skeletal phylogeny of the mysticetes. Southern right whales (Eubalaena australis) were used to root the phylogeny, whereas blue (Balaenoptera musculus), fin (Balaenoptera physalus), Antarctic minke ( Balaenoptera bonaerensis), and humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae) whales were chosen to represent the balaenopterid ingroup species. Because of their uncertain taxonomic affinity (Rychel et al. 2004; Sasaki et al. 2005; Nikaido et al. 2006 ), we did not include gray whales (Eschtrichtius robustus) in our full data set, although some nuclear intronic loci were available to test the impact of their inclusion on a subset of loci (Alter et al. 2007) . Uniquely among phylogenetic studies of cetaceans, we also accounted for intraspecific variation by using multiple phased nuclear alleles obtained by sequencing multiple individuals representing each species. The intention of this approach is to account for potential bias due to heterogeneity in branch lengths and increase precision of the rate estimate by sampling across the available range of alleles for each species. Mitochondrial control region substitution rates were also estimated using a large intraspecies data set for humpback whales (2,979 sequences), rooted with fin whale and blue whale outgroups. As the most widely sequenced and most rapidly evolving segment of the mitochondrial genome, the control region has been able to illuminate the most recent evolutionary history of many animals (e.g., Vigilant et al. 1991; Baker et al. 1993) . Finally, we implement a Bayesian approach toward estimating phylogenetic rates to account for uncertainty in fossil dates, branch lengths, and rate variation between lineages (Thorne et al. 1998; Drummond et al. 2006) . Together, the nuclear and mitochondrial data sets presented in this study utilize the largest number of independent loci to date for the baleen whales.
Materials and Methods

Sample Collection and DNA Extraction
For most species of whales, small samples of skin tissue were obtained at sea using a stainless-steel biopsy dart (Lambertsen 1987) or from stranded whales during necropsy. For Antarctic minke whales, tissue was purchased from whale meat markets, as described by Baker et al. (2000) . Tissue samples were stored in 70% ethanol while in the field and subsequently kept in long-term storage at À80°C. Genomic DNA was extracted from tissue samples using standard organic extraction procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989) as modified for small samples by Baker et al. (1994) or from whale meat products by WholeGenome Amplification (Lasken and Egholm 2003) .
Mitogenomes and Control Region Sequences-from Genbank and Direct Sequencing
Mitogenome sequences (13 protein-coding genes) for the five mysticete species were obtained from published sources Sasaki et al. 2005) . To account for intraspecific diversity, we included a further two humpback mitogenomes representing three of the major haplogroups of this species (AE, CD, and IJ, Baker et al. 1993) . Amplification and sequencing of multiple humpback whale mitogenomes were performed using multiple primer pairs after an initial long polymerase chain reaction amplification procedure. Five primer pairs were used to amplify the whole mitochondrial genome (Carraher 2004) . Internal primers were designed to sequence in both directions across each protein-coding gene. All sequences were edited and Alter et al. (2007) aligned in Sequencher (version 4.1.2). Sequence quality was evaluated using ''Phred'' or ABI quality control scores . Electropherograms were manually checked for sequencing errors and variable positions were confirmed by reference to the corresponding reverse sequence. The concatenated mitogenome data set was aligned to humpback mitogenome AP006467 (Sasaki et al. 2005 ) and edited to remove all stop codons. Regions of protein-coding gene overlap (between ATP8/ATP6, ND4L/ND4, and ND5/ND6) were represented only once, to a combined alignment length of 11,271bp. Mitochondrial control region sequences were amplified from individual humpbacks sampled across all oceans (see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Mitochondrial DNA (MtDNA) control region primers were designed to include the majority of variable nucleotide positions in the whale control region (Baker and MedranoGonzález 2002) . Sequence alignment and quality control (Phred) scoring were carried out as described above. These sequences were then aligned with other published sequences (Baker et al. 1998; Baker and Medrano-González 2002; Rosenbaum et al. 2002; Olavarría et al. 2007; Engel et al. 2008; Rosenbaum et al. in press) , representing all oceanic and most regional populations of humpbacks worldwide over an aligned length of 465 bp (219 haplotypes; supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). The assembled data set was aligned to blue and fin whale sequences as outgroups (B. physalus, AY582748 and NC_001321; B. musculus, NC_001601 and AY582748).
Nuclear Introns
Ten nuclear introns were amplified using standard protocols (Saiki et al. 1988; Palumbi 1995) and published primers (Lyons et al. 1997) : actin (ACT), catalase (CAT), cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 1 (CHRNA), esterase D-formaylglutathione hydrolase (ESD), fibrinogen gamma (FGG), glucosidase beta acid (GBA), lactose (LAC), parathyroid hormone (PTH), rhodopsin (RHO), and glucose-6-diphosphate (G6PD). A survey of ACT alleles was also conducted by single-strand conformation polymorphism following the methods of Friesen et al. (1997) . Primer sequences and optimal annealing temperatures used for each locus are shown in supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online. Sequence alignment and quality control (Phred) scoring was carried out as described in the section above.
We did not attempt a complete taxonomic survey of baleen whales, choosing instead to account for intraspecific diversity in five taxa sufficient to represent the primary structure of the mysticete phylogeny. Introns were amplified from 70 to 80 humpback whales, 50 to 60 Antarctic minke whales, 1 to 3 blue whales, 1 to 3 fin whales, and 20 to 25 Southern right whales. Four introns (ACT, CAT, CHRNA, and GBA) were also amplified for a small number of odontocete species (see supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online), whereas a fifth (LAC) was aligned to odontocete species available on GenBank. Outgroup sequences for a subset of loci were obtained from Palumbi and Baker (1994) ; Milinkovitch et al. (1998); Caballero et al. (2008) Unique sequences (alleles) of the 10 intronic loci were aligned for four representatives of the Balaenopteridae (humpback, fin, blue, and minke whales) and one balaenid (right whale). These will henceforth be referred to as the ''mysticete'' (MYST) data sets. Five of these loci were also aligned with additional odontocete taxa (see supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online) and will be referred to as the ''cetacean'' (CET) data sets. Three of the ''MYST'' data sets (ACT, ESD, and LAC) were extended to include gray whale introns (described in Alter et al. 2007 ) for sensitivity analysis. Intronic sequences possessed variable (heterozygote) sites for which gametic (haplotype) phase was unknown. Phasing of loci (estimating the gametic haplotypes) was performed with the program ''FastPhase'' (Scheet and Stephens 2006) and checked manually (see supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). Variable sites were identified in MacClade 4.0 (Maddison DR and Maddison WP 2005) . A small number of sequences of questionable phase were excluded from subsequent phylogenetic analysis.
Phylogenetic Framework and Fossil Constraints
We chose to constrain some nodes within each phylogeny to obtain a rate consistent with the known relationships within the mysticetes. As there is no consensus agreement regarding interspecies relationships within the balaenopterids, the taxonomic constraints we imposed on the mysticete phylogeny were limited to the most strongly supported taxonomic groupings; species monophyly and balaenopterid monophyly (Deméré et al. 2005; Sasaki et al. 2005) . We also explored 1) the effect of constraining the phylogeny to a sister-group relationship between humpbacks and fin whales as this has substantial support from many molecular data sets (Sasaki et al. 2005; Nikaido et al. 2006 Nikaido et al. , 2007 Deméré et al. 2008) 2) the effect of including gray whale taxa on estimates of rates.
We considered three fossil nodes to be most suitable for the rate estimation.
''Node A'': The earliest fossil currently described within the Balaenopteridae is Balaenoptera ryani (Deméré et al. 2005 ). This fossil is assigned to the Tortonian (early late Miocene), an epoch currently dated at 7.25-11.61 Ma (Gradstein and Ogg 2004 ). An absolute minimum origin date for the balaenopterids is therefore 7.25 Ma, or more likely around 8 Ma, assuming morphological acquisition of taxonomically distinguishing characters will lag behind molecular divergence (see Jablonski and Bottjer 1990; Cooper and Fortey 1998) . Consequently, we used a normally distributed constraint on the time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) within this family, with mean 12 Ma and 95% posterior probabilities (PPs) from 8 to 16 Ma ± 2SD (standard deviation)).
''Node B'': The earliest stem-group balaenid has been found in New Zealand (23-28.4 Ma; lower Oligocene) and is described by Fordyce (2002) . This time period is consistent with the balaenid-balaenopterid divergence time of 27.3 ± 1.9 Ma estimated by Sasaki et al. (2005) for mitochondrial sequences using the hippopotamid-cetacean and odontocete-mysticete divergence dates as calibrants. Consequently, we set the date of divergence between balaenids (right whales) and balaenopterids (node B) as a normal distribution of 25-31 Ma, mean estimate 28 Ma ± 1.5SD ( fig. 1 ).
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''Node C'': The earliest fossil mysticete is thought to be Llanocetus denticrenatus (Fordyce 1989; Mitchell 1989) , found in the lower Eocene. Archaeocete sister taxa to odontocetes and mysticete are only slightly older than this (e.g., Uhen 1999) . Given that mysticetes are absent from the dense Eocene cetacean fossil record (Uhen FIG. 1.-Phylogenetic framework for estimating divergence times (top) and distribution plots of substitution rates among the baleen whales (below). Filled black circles at nodes represent phylogenetic constraints, whereas the dashed line and filled circle uniting fin and humpback whales represents an additional constraint explored in a subset of analyses. Prior constraints on divergence times at nodes A, B, and C (95% range) are shown as black bars along branches. Posterior distributions are rooted either (i-iii) with an odontocete outgroup (CET data sets) or (iv) a southern right whale outgroup (MYST data sets). Beneath each distribution plot, the 95% probability interval for mitogenome third position sites (above, filled bar) and nuclear loci (below, white bar) are given, with mean values represented by a black square. 1998), it has been argued that a mysticete-odontocete divergence time close to the appearance of Llanocetus is likely (Nikaido et al. 2001) . In view of this, we set the date of divergence between mysticetes and odontocetes (node C) as a normal distribution with a mean estimate of 34.5 Ma ± 0.75SD.
Phylogenetic Reconstruction by Locus
The consensus phylogeny of the mitogenomic locus was estimated in a Bayesian framework using the program BEAST (v.1.4.7, Drummond and Rambaut 2007) and run for 10,000,000 generations (initial burn-in 1,000,000 generations) under a codon-partitioned model (general time reversible model; GTRþ gamma [G] þ I parameters and branch lengths estimated separately for each codon position). Mitogenomic third codon sites were also analyzed as a separate data set as these sites are under less evolutionary constraint and are therefore expected to reflect a neutral rate. A control region phylogeny was reconstructed in the same Bayesian framework under an evolutionary model incorporating differential rates for transitions and transversions (Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano model, Hasegawa et al. (1985) ) and a gamma model of rate variation. Posterior summary distributions were inspected for convergence and mixing in Tracer v1.4 .
Both mitogenomic and nuclear data sets were evaluated in a parsimony framework using MacClade 4.0 (Maddison DR and Maddison WP 2005) , with gaps weighted equally to variable sites (each gap event was treated as one character irrespective of length). Maximum parsimony (MP) trees were obtained by heuristic searching with the Tree-bisection and reconnection branch swapping algorithm (100,000 replicates initiated with randomly constructed initial trees). Retention, homoplasy and consistency indices (CIs, Farris 1989) were estimated in PAUP 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) and inspection of parsimony informative (PI) sites was performed in MacClade 4.0. Tree lengths were calculated for each hypothesis of interspecies relationships by summing tree lengths across all individual loci.
Rate Estimation
As inappropriate DNA substitution models can have a substantial effect on estimates of substitution rate in BEAST (Emerson 2007) , we selected a model of DNA substitution for each genetic locus using Modeltest v3.7 (Posada and Crandall 1998) . A second-order Akaike Information Criterion (AIC c ) score was calculated for each locus with branch lengths included as additional parameters in likelihood ratio testing and a correction for small sample sizes employed (Hurvich and Tsai 1989) . The best fitting models were then used to choose the model of sequence evolution employed in each Bayesian analysis. A data set containing a concatenation of all nuclear loci was also constructed. For each locus, the allelic consensus from each species was constructed (i.e., all polymorphisms were collapsed) in MacClade 4.0, and loci were concatenated to a combined length of 4,517 bp. Divergence time analysis was performed in a Bayesian framework using the program BEAST v1.4.7 . Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC) were used to coestimate phylogeny and substitution rates. After the chain has undergone an initial ''burn-in'' period (10% of the chain length in this analysis), posterior estimates of substitution rates and evolutionary parameters are averaged across tree space, with each tree weighted proportionally to its PP. A ''Yule'' process of speciation, which assumes a constant speciation rate per lineage, adapted from Yang and Rannala (1997) , was chosen to describe branch splitting for the nuclear and mitogenomic phylogenies. Because the phylogenies include both intraspecies and interspecies divergences, substitution rates for two loci (ACT and FGG) were also estimated with alternate tree priors: the birth-death process and constant coalescent models. A constant coalescent prior was used to describe branch splitting in the control region data set. In order to test the sensitivity of this assumption, analyses were also repeated with a Skyline coalescent prior that integrates the rates analysis over a variety of demographic histories, sampled according to their likelihood (Drummond et al. 2005) .
Taxonomic and divergence time constraints were imposed as described in the ''Phylogenetic framework and fossil constraints'' section. Data were analyzed with a relaxed uncorrelated lognormal clock. This model is able to accommodate data that are close to ''clock-like'' with a relatively high accuracy (Drummond et al. 2006) . Sensitivity of estimates to relaxed-clock and constraint assumptions was evaluated by analyzing all introns under a strict clock and with relaxed taxonomic constraints. In order to evaluate the influence of within-species polymorphisms (multiple alleles for each species) on rate estimates, we constructed 10 one-allele-per-species MYST data sets for the ACT and FGG loci, randomly choosing each allele from among the alleles available for each species. Data sets were analyzed in BEAST under a strict clock scenario, with the Yule speciation prior and node B divergence time constraint imposed, under the same models of sequence evolution as were chosen for the multiple-allele data sets.
Two-cluster tests of rate variation were performed on the five CET data sets (LINTREE, Takezaki et al. 1995) with artiodactyl outgroups included (see supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online) in order to identify possible rate variation between odontocetes and mysticetes. Trees tested for rate variation were first constructed in a maximum likelihood framework, with taxonomic constraints as described in the ''Phylogenetic framework and fossil constraints'' section. Two-cluster tests compared the differences in average substitutions per site between odontocetes and mysticetes relative to an artiodactyl outgroup, performing a two-tailed normal deviation test for every branch. For the control region data set, only the most recent divergence time constraint (node A, below) was explored. All Bayesian analyses were run for 5-10 million generations and were inspected for stationarity (effective mixing and convergence to the posterior distribution) using the program ''Tracer'' , with the initial 10% of these generations (parameters estimated prior to effective mixing and convergence of the MCMC chain) discarded as burn-in.
Results
Mitogenomic and Control Region Substitution Rates
There was no evidence for significant differences in base composition of the control region, mitogenome, or third codon position data sets (v 2 test for homogeneity, mitogenome v 2 5 6.0, control region v 2 5 15), although base composition of the third codon position data set was skewed (A 5 42%, C 5 34%, G 5 4%, T 5 19%, v 2 5 19.8). High rate heterogeneity was estimated for the control region data set (a 5 0.14), whereas heterogeneity was predictably lower for third codon positions (a 5 4.43). Modeltest estimates of the best fitting sequence models for control region and third codon mitogenome sequences are shown in supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online.
Two alternative divergence time constraints were explored for the mitochondrial control region at the origin of the balaenopterids (node A). The node A constraint described in the previous section (12 My ± 2SD) gave the highest mean rate estimate (5.85% bp À1 My À1 ). The Skyline prior (Drummond et al. 2005 ) provided similar rate estimates under both divergence time constraints (supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online). The balaenopterid divergence time obtained by the mitogenomic third codon sites under the balaenid (node B) constraint (19.8 My ± 4SD) was also employed as a divergence constraint, and this gave a 1.5 times slower rate of 3.94% bp
À1
My
À1 (table 3) . Among codon positions in the mitogenomic data set, the highest substitution rates were estimated for third codon positions (1-1.5% bp À1 My À1 ; table 3). The two-cluster test of rate variation (Takezaki et al. 1995) within the third codon positions found significantly slower rates among mysticetes compared with odontocete outgroups (P , 0.05; supplementary table S7, Supplementary Material online). Branch-length tests also determined significant departures from the average rate across the phylogeny (v 2 5 62; P , 0.01), supporting previous reports for the cytb gene (Kimura and Ozawa 2002) .
Intronic Data Sets and Substitution Rates
Intronic sequences varied in length between 190 and 1,008 bp (table 2). Numbers of variable sites ranged between 10 and 35 per locus, of which 4-23 per locus were PI. For each of the 10 genomic loci, between 1 and 15 alleles were identified for each species (table 2, GenBank Accession numbers GQ407272-GQ408882). Homologous intronic artiodactyl sequences were obtained by Blast searching on GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and are listed in supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online. Optimal alignments resulted in 24 insertions and deletions (indels) within the MYST data set, of which 14 were deletions (average length 3.1 bp) and 10 were insertions (average length 1.1 bp) relative to balaenid-odontocete outgroups. The locus G6PD is assumed to be X-linked as it is in other mammals, for example, Lyons et al. (1997) . This was the most conserved among the chosen loci, with one allele shared among humpback, minke, blue, and fin whales. Because X-linked loci are assumed to be subject to a different evolutionary tempo from other genomic regions (e.g., McVean and Hurst 1997), this locus was excluded from subsequent evolutionary rate analyses.
The combined individual autosomal substitution rate estimates obtained using the three divergence time constraints were all of very similar magnitude (table 4). The fastest mean rates were obtained for the CET data sets (five loci) when all divergence time constraints were imposed (0.057% bp
À1
My
À1
), whereas the slowest rates were obtained by the MYST data sets when node B was constrained alone (0.045% bp
My
À1
) and by the CET data sets when nodes B and C were constrained (0.049% bp À1 My
). The concatenated autosomal substitution rate estimate (node B, table 4) was slower (0.032% bp À1 My
) than that obtained from the combined individual sets, although confidence intervals overlapped. This suggests that the removal of within-species polymorphisms substantially reduces estimated genetic distance across the phylogeny. This difference could also be a function S7 , Supplementary Material online). Summary and locus-specific estimates of rate variation (''COV''; table 4) suggested that when odontocetes were included in the data set, phylogenies were more clock-like. Within the MYST data set, the largest coefficientof variationwasestimatedforCAT(1.71) underthe node B constraint, rejecting a strict molecular clock (table 4) .
Sensitivity of estimates to alternate constraint and rates scenarios was explored for the node B-constrained divergence estimate. Genomic substitution rates were identical with gray whales included in the alignment (supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online). Under a strict clock (node B) scenario (supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material online), genomic substitution rates were slightly higher in the taxonomically constrained framework (mean 0.044%/My) than when unconstrained (0.041% bp À1 My À1 ). Relaxing the assumption of fin whale and humpback whale monophyly had no effect. Substitution rates estimated under a coalescent tree prior were slightly faster than those estimated with speciation (Yule or birthdeath) priors for both ACT and FGG loci under a strict clock (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online) . Because the data include a mixture of coalescent and specieslevel divergences, neither of these priors was considered optimal and the true rate probably lies between the two estimates presented. When intraspecific polymorphisms were excluded from these data sets, estimates of substitution rate across all single-allele data sets were very similar in magnitude but less precise (supplementary fig. 1 , Supplementary Material online). We interpreted this as reflecting greater uncertainty in the probabilistic estimates of sequence model parameters across these single-allele phylogenies.
Dates of Divergence Balaenopterid Radiation (Node A)
Posterior distributions provided an insight into the agreement of molecular rates and fossil dates ( fig. 1 ). For the combined autosomal data set, mean time to the most recent common ancestor of balaenopterids (node A) was 21.5 Ma (95% PP 11.6-28.6 Ma) when only node B was constrained. A similar genomic estimate for this radiation was also obtained when nodes B and C were constrained (21.4 Ma, 95% PP 12.5-28.7 Ma). More recent estimates were obtained by the CET genomic data set when constrained at node C only (mean 17.0 Ma, 95% PP 9.7-26.7 Ma).
Mitogenomic third codon site estimates of divergence ranged more widely, with the node B constraint on the MYST data set giving a mean estimate of 19.8 Ma (95% PP 13.0-26.8 Ma). For the CET data set, constraining node C alone produced an estimate of 11.6 Ma (95% PP 8.5-15.6 Ma), whereas nodes B and C produced estimates of 14.0 Ma (95% PP 8.8-20.4 Ma).
Balaenid Divergence (Node B)
When constrained only by node C, estimated balaenid divergence dates from the CET data sets varied between autosomal loci (mean 22.3 Ma, 95% PP 12.7-32.9 Ma) and mitogenomic third codon sites (17.9 Ma, 95% PP 13.1-23.8 Ma). Both mean estimates gave divergence times more recent than indicated by the fossil record (28 Ma, Fordyce 2002).
Prior Constraints on Divergence Times
When both nodes A and B were constrained, the posterior distribution of divergence dates for the origin of the 
Phylogenetic Concordance
The mitogenomic data set, including multiple genomes for the humpback whale, provided 100% Bayesian posterior support for a basal position for minke whales and a sister-group relationship between humpbacks and fin whales, with blue whales as a sister-group proximal to these two ( fig. 2A) . The same taxonomic relationship was reconstructed under MP, with 100% bootstrap support (1,000 replicates) for all relationships.
This high consistency was not reflected in the nuclear introns. Within the balaenopterids, combined autosomal tree lengths (320 steps) strongly supported a sister-group relationship for fin and blue whales (100% Bayesian PP), with only weak support (,50% PP) for the humpback as basal (fig. 2B ). However, three loci supported a sistergroup relationship among humpbacks and fin whales in a parsimony framework ( fig. 3A and B) , a result that is also supported by mitogenomes ( fig. 2A) .
CIs among genomic loci were higher (0.829-1.000) than for the mitogenomes (0.818). However, plots of the PI characters supporting various hypotheses of relationships within the Balaenopteridae ( fig. 3) revealed that despite the small number of variable sites across all loci (table 2) , both LAC and CAT showed conflicting character support. Two LAC characters supported a monophyletic clade uniting humpback, blue, and minke whales (excluding fin whales), whereas one supported the monophyly of fin and blue whales and another supported the monophyly of minke and fin whales. Two CAT characters supported a monophyletic clade containing fin, blue, and minke whales, whereas one insertion supported the monophyly of humpback and blue whales. Synapomorphic characters in FGG, GBA, RHO, and ACT were concordant with the mitogenome phylogeny ( fig. 2A ), whereas ESD and CAT supported an alternative where humpbacks fall basal within balaenopterids ( fig. 3D ). All nuclear genomic loci possessed at least two characters uniting balaenopterids relative to the right whale (although only one right whale allele was available for GBA). Blue and fin whale alleles (1-2 individuals each) were identified by diagnostic sites from four loci (shown in fig. 3 ). Diagnostic sites unique to minke whales (.50 individual samples) were provided by four loci, whereas only two loci provided diagnostic sites for humpbacks (.70 individual samples).
Discussion
Slow Substitution Rates
Our analysis provides the most comprehensive and systematic evidence to date for a slow rate of molecular evolution in baleen whales. Rate estimates from third codon positions of the baleen whale mitogenome (1% bp À1 My À1 across 13 genes) were 10 times slower relative to other mammals (mean mammalian cytb third codon position rate is 9.8% bp À1 My À1 , Nabholz et al. 2008 ) but consistent with previously published estimates for the cytb gene in mysticetes (Kimura and Ozawa 2002; Nabholz et al. 2008, fig. 4 ). Substitution rate estimates from whole mitogenomes of baleen whales were significantly slower (0.3% bp À1 My À1 , table 3) and similar to those estimated for elephants (0.4% bp À1 My À1 , Rohland et al. 2007) . Evidence from genomic studies suggests that organismal longevity operates as a decelerating factor on both mitochondrial and nuclear genomes (Nikolaev et al. 2007; Nabholz et al. 2008 ) but acts more strongly on mitochondria than on nuclear DNA. Body mass (as an inverse correlate for per-gram metabolic rates) also exerted a weaker effect on both genomes (Nabholz et al. 2008 ) but again may have a greater influence in the mitochondria, where the oxidative metabolic processes take place.
The estimated mitochondrial control region substitution rate (3.94% bp À1 My À1 ) is two to three times faster than previously reported for baleen whales (Baker et al. 1993; Rooney et al. 2001 ). This could be due to the additional numbers of segregating sites sampled from the extremely large data set used in our analysis. Under comparable divergence time constraints, the control region rate is significantly faster than the third codon position rate, a result consistent with other studies and observations of mutational ''hotspots'' in the control region (Endicott and Ho 2008) . Comparison of rate estimates from different priors on population size suggests that this is unlikely to have a large effect relative to the interspecies distance among humpbacks and the balaenopterid outgroups.
Our estimates of substitution rates for the nuclear genome in mysticetes (0.045% bp À1 My À1 ) are nearly one order of magnitude slower than those estimated for mammals across multiple neutral loci (0.21-0.37% bp À1 My À1 Bulmer et al. 1991; Li 1997; Makalowski and Boguski 1998; Kumar and Subramanian 2002; Hardison et al. 2003) and are consistent with those previously estimated for the gray whale (0.048% bp À1 My À1 , Alter et al. 2007, fig. 4 ).
The consistent methodology and parallel analysis of mitochondrial and nuclear genomes provide an accurate comparison of the relative rate of evolution in the two genomes. The roughly 20-fold difference in these rates is one of the smallest ratios among mammals (which can vary up to 100-fold) and is similar to that seen in other long-lived animals, including primates and humans (Nabholz et al. 2008 ). This observation is consistent with the mitochondrial theory of aging, which predicts strong negative selection on mtDNA in organisms with long generation times (expressed as the average age of sexually mature females), driven by increasing free radical exposure over time for gametes (Harman 1957; Barja and Herrero 2000) . Differences in rates between nuclear and mitochondrial regions could also be driven by differences in DNA repair machinery (e.g., Croteau and Bohr 1997; Croteau et al. 1999 ; Liufor a low ratio of mitochondrial to nuclear rates in other mammals has yet to be investigated and represents an interesting avenue for further research.
It is notable that genomic human nuclear mutation rates are roughly double that of cetaceans (;2.5 Â 10 À8 gen À1 , Nachman and Crowell 2000) despite similar average generation times (25-28 years in humans; Fenner 2005 , and 18-52 years in mysticete whales, respectively; Taylor et al. 2007) . Generation times for chimpanzees (commonly used as outgroups for human rate estimates) are roughly estimated at 19-24 years (Matsumura and Forster 2008) , suggesting that generation time has not changed substantially in human prehistory. This rate difference could therefore reflect an additional influence of scaled differences in per-gram metabolic rates between humans and cetaceans, because metabolic rates scale directly with body mass (West et al. 1997) . However, such an inference is difficult to test directly, as there are no estimates of basal metabolic rates for baleen whales under field conditions. Divergence Times within the Mysticetes A lack of morphological characters and the scarcity of key specimens have made fossil assignment within mysticetes particularly challenging (Fordyce and Barnes 1994; Milinkovitch 1995) . To identify sources of conflict and the extent of rate sensitivity to potential assignment error, we compared substitution rate estimates across multiple calibration points. We note several points of agreement and disagreement. Our estimates of divergence times obtained from the CET data sets (odontocete taxa included) are consistent with the first appearance of balaenopterids in the fossil record (Deméré et al. 2005 ) but inconsistent with the first appearance of balaenids (Fordyce 2002) , which predates the estimate of divergence. Both mitochondrial and nuclear data sets support this conclusion, but mitochondrial divergence estimates can be biased toward the present by rate variation between odontocete and mysticete lineages, as FIG. 3 .-Phylogenetic hypotheses of relationships among the baleen whales, showing the numbers of supporting nuclear characters by locus on each branch. D indicates a deletion event, I an insertion event (e.g., ESD 2D describes two supporting variable sites plus one deletion event). TL indicates the combined genomic tree length supporting each phylogenetic hypothesis. Loci supporting each hypothesis are denoted by a clear rectangular box; if there is support for a conflicting hypothesis within that same locus, the box is crossed. Loci possessing variable sites supporting species-level and balaenopterid monophyly are shown in figure 3b (slender rectangles) and described above branches. ) of nuclear and mitochondrial genomes in baleen whales, shown on a log scale. Rates estimated using the balaenid-balaenopterid divergence time constraint (node B) and mysticete data sets (MYST). Ninety-five percent probability intervals are shown in black. Average cytb gene third codon site rates are as reported in Nabholz et al. (2008) . Average mammalian genomic estimates are reported from a range of sources (Bulmer et al. 1991; Li 1997; Makalowski and Boguski 1998; Kumar and Subramanian 2002; Hardison et al. 2003) and are shown in black.
suggested previously from studies of the cytb gene (Kimura and Ozawa 2002) and also found in this study.
The inconsistency in divergence dates and fossils could be driven by undetected (and uncorrected) rate variation between mysticetes and odontocetes in the nuclear genome. Although our study detected no rate variation between odontocetes and mysticetes for autosomal genes, the low genetic variability across introns reduced the power of branch-length tests to detect departures from rate constancy (Bromham et al. 2000) . Detection of rate variation in such a slowly evolving species will require a much larger sample of genomic DNA, although rate differences will always be difficult to detect, given the slow substitution rate estimated for the nuclear genome. A second possibility is that the early Oligocene calibration used to constrain the odontocetemysticete divergence is an underestimate of true divergence time. A reasonable possibility is that the genetic divergence predates the acquisition of morphologically defining characters for the clade (and therefore their identification in the fossil record) and therefore that the calibration date is too recent. However, mitochondrial estimates based on earlier fossil calibrations also predicted dates ranging 34-36 Ma for this divergence (Sasaki et al. 2005; Nikaido et al. 2006) .
The MYST data sets (balaenid constraint only, node B) supported an early Miocene divergence time for the balaenopterids, which greatly precedes (;8 My) appearance of their fossils in the late Miocene but is consistent with estimates from mitogenomes (Sasaki et al. 2005) . This is in contrast to the CET data sets (node C constraint), which supported a mid-Miocene divergence time for the balaenopterids but which could also be subject to biases due to rate variation between odontocetes and mysticetes. If the early divergence time for the balaenopterids is correct, it implies a phylogenetic ''fuse,'' during which the crown group of balaenopterid whales is absent from the fossil record. The absence of crown balaenopterids in the fossil record at this time is surprising, as the Miocene period is relatively dense in other whale species, such as cetotheres. However, this may be due to difficulties in morphological identification of stem-group balaenopterids during this period rather than a true absence (see Sasaki et al. 2005) . The alternative possibility that the balaenid-balaenopterid divergence is more recent awaits a more formal palaeontological description of the early balaenid fossil noted in Fordyce (2002) .
Constraint of the MYST data sets to both balaenid and balaeopterid divergence times (nodes A and B) produced a slight conflict in the data sets, which was consistent over all loci. The posterior distributions of divergence dates around the constraint nodes A and B were skewed toward one another, suggesting that the genetic distance corresponding to the period of time between the divergence of the balaenids within the mysticetes (node B), and the subsequent radiation of balaenopterids (node A), is shorter than has been imposed by the constraints. This suggests that either the balaenopterid divergence (8-16 Ma) or the balaenid-balaenopterid divergence (28 Ma) is more recent than has been assumed based on the fossil record.
Noting the caveats discussed above, the balaenid-only (node B) constraint is the only fossil calibration to provide divergence times that are consistent with the fossil record (i.e., predating fossil appearances rather than lagging them) and with the pattern of branch lengths across the tree. For this reason, we conclude that this scenario represents the best fit to the available data and provides the most likely genomic and mitochondrial substitution rates for mysticetes. Based on the results of our preferred calibration, we would predict that future fossil discoveries will extend the fossil record for balaenopterids back to the middle Miocene.
Gene Trees and Species Trees
There was a surprising lack of agreement between the phylogenetic reconstruction for the mitochondrial and nuclear loci used in this study. The mitogenomes strongly supported a sister-taxa relationship for humpbacks and fin whales, consistent with previous mitogenomic studies (Á rnason et al. 2004; Sasaki et al. 2005) . In contrast, the combined autosomal loci in our study supported a sistertaxa relationship between fin whales and blue whales. This was consistent with short interspersed nuclear element (SINE) loci (Nikaido et al. 2006 ) and the ''Common Cetacean'' long satellite repeat by Á rnason et al. (1992) , which both provided support for this sister-taxa relationship.
One possible explanation is that a rapid crown group radiation immediately following the evolution of ''lungefeeding'' and the balaenopterid form could have led to incomplete lineage sorting of autosomal genes and corresponding differences in genetic histories among independent loci. This possibility has been raised by Nikaido et al. (2006) as a likely explanation for the observed inconsistencies in SINE loci and by Deméré et al. (2008) who identified an indel character in the ENAM gene uniting minke whales and balaenids.
A second explanation for the conflict is that hybridization among these species has eroded their phylogenetic signature through introgression and/or recombination. It is known that blue and fin whales can produce fertile hybrids (e.g., Spilliaert et al. 1991; Berubé and Aguilar 1998) , a phenomenon which has not been confirmed among humpbacks and any other balaenopterid species (although a suspected blue/humpback hybrid has been photographed in French Polynesia; Poole M, unpublished data). The fitness of such hybrids, and their potential contribution to the descendent gene pool, is unknown. However, there is potential for hybrids to have caused considerable introgression among balaenopterids as they all have the same karyotype (2n 5 44) and thus have full gamete and chromosomal compatibility (Á rnason 1972, 1974) . Under the scenario of rapid radiation, nonrecombining mitochondria would be expected to provide more consistent estimate of mysticete genetic history, although lineage sorting could still be unrepresentative of organismal phylogeny. Hybrid introgression could also obscure true interspecies relationships inferred from either mitochondrial or nuclear DNA. Consistent with this hypothesis, synapomorphic characters in individual autosomal loci supported multiple hypotheses of relationships. However, this could also be an effect of weak phylogenetic signal because individual loci are both slowly evolving and relatively short in length. The inclusion of further mysticete taxa is anticipated to provide a more robust picture of the evolutionary history of the balaenopterids, Evolutionary Rates in Mysticete Whales 2437 and it is hoped that the work presented here can provide a useful framework for more detailed exploration of such questions.
Conclusions
1. Substitution rates estimated in a phylogenetic framework over multiple autosomal introns and all mitochondrial protein-coding genes confirm an approximately 10-fold slower rate of evolution within the mysticetes relative to most mammals. The slow rates are consistent for both mitochondrial and nuclear genes, although new control region rate estimates are higher than previously reported. 2. The slowdown is most consistent with an influence of longevity or generation time as well as body mass/ metabolic rate. Despite similar longevities and generation times, humans exhibit a 5Â higher genomic substitution rate, consistent with the hypothesis of body mass-metabolic rate differences. 3. Systematic relationships estimated from nuclear introns using multiple alleles to represent each species are only weakly consistent with mtDNA, perhaps reflecting 1) rapid radiation or 2) interspecies hybridization/ recombination.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures 1-2 and supplementary tables 1-9 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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